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M1.(a)     £16.50
allow 1 mark for correct substitution ie 110 × 15
an answer of 1650 gains both marks
an answer of 43.80 gains both marks
allow 1 mark for 292 × 15
2



(b)     292
allow 1 mark for correctly using the reading 53490 ie 53782 – 53490
accept £43.80 for both marks
2
[4]





M2.         (a)      (i)     2.1 
correct answer only
1



(ii)     3.15
or
their (a)(i) × 1.5 correctly calculated
allow 1 mark for correct substitution
ie 2.1 × 1.5
or
their (a)(i) × 1.5
2



kilowatt-hour
accept kWh
or
a substitution 2100 × 5400 scores 1 mark
2100 × 5400 incorrectly calculated with answer in joules scores 2 marks
an answer of 11 340 000 scores 2 marks
an answer of 11 340 000 J scores 3 marks
1



(iii)    most (input) energy is usefully transformed
accept does not waste a lot of energy
accept most of the output / energy is useful
do not accept it does not waste energy
1



(b)     the room is losing energy / heat
1



at the same rate as the heater supplies it
this mark only scores if the first is scored
do not accept heater reaches same temperature as room / surroundings
rate of heat gain = rate of heat loss scores both marks
1
[7]
 




M3.          (a)     (i)      0.6
accept 60 %
allow 1 mark for useful energy = 480
answer 0.6 with any unit or 60 gains 1 mark only
2



(ii)     transferred to surroundings
accept goes into the air
accept heats the surroundings up
accept gets spread out
accept transferred into heat (only)
do not accept wasted / lost unless qualified
destroyed negates mark
transferred into light / sound negates mark
1



(b)     (i)      1.75
allow 1 mark for converting to kW
answers of 0.7, 0.525, 0.35, 0.875, 1.05, 5.25 gains 1 mark
answers of 1750 or 17.5 gains 1 mark
2



(ii)     21p or £0.21 or their (b)(i) × 12
1



(c)     any two from:
•        (more) electricity needs to be generated
(more) electricity is being used
•        (more) power stations needed
•        (more) fossil fuels burnt
accept named fossil fuel
•        (more) pollutant gases emitted
accept named gas
accept harmful for pollutant
accept greenhouse gases
accept atmospheric pollution
accept answer in terms of any form of electricity generation and an associated environmental problem
2
[8]
 


 



M4.         (a)      (i)     conduction
1



(ii)     atoms gain (kinetic) energy
accept particles / molecules for atoms
do not accept electrons for atoms
oratoms vibrate with a bigger amplitude
accept vibrate faster / more
do not accept start to vibrate
or
atoms collide with neighbouring atoms
1



transferring energy to (neighbouring / other) atoms
do not accept heat for energy
or
making these other atoms vibrate with a bigger amplitude
accept faster / more for bigger amplitude
mention of (free) electrons moving and passing on energy negates this mark
1



(b)     (i)      5 (°C) to 25 (°C)
either order
1



(ii)     a correct example of doubling temperature difference doubling heat transfer
eg going from 5 to 10 (°C) difference doubles heat transfer from 30 to 60 (J/s)
accept for heat transfer number of joules / it
allow 1 mark for correctly reading 1 set of data eg at 5 °C the heat transfer is 30
or
for every 5°C increase in temperature difference heat transfer increases by 30 (J/s)
no credit for stating they are directly proportional
2



(iii)    1800
allow 1 mark for obtaining heat transfer value = 120
2



(c)     payback time calculated as 33 years
calculations must be correct to score the first mark point
explanations must relate to it not being cost effective
1



this is greater than lifetime of windowsortotal savings (over 30 years) = £4800 (1)
this is less than cost of windows (1)or
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 = 176 (1)
this is more than the yearly savings (1)
1
[10]
 




M5.         (a)     because black is a good absorber of radiation
1
there will be a faster transfer of energy
allow the temperature of the water rises faster
1



(b)     16 800 000
allow 1 mark for substitution into correct equation
ie 100 × 4200 × 40
2



(c)     7 allow
ecf from part (b)
1



(d)     Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the
Quality of Written Communication (QWC) as well as the
standard of the scientific response.
No relevant content.
0 marks
There is a brief description of the advantages and disadvantages
of using solar energy to heat the water rather than using an
electric immersion heater, including either advantages or
disadvantages from the examples below.
Level 1 (1-2 marks)
There is a description of some of the advantages and
disadvantages of using solar energy to heat the water
rather than using an electric immersion heater, with at
least one advantage and one disadvantage from the
examples below.
Level 2 (3-4 marks)
There is a clear, balanced and detailed description of the
advantages and disadvantages of using solar energy to
heat the water rather than using an electric immersion
heater, with a minimum of two advantages and two
disadvantages from the examples below.
Level 3 (5-6 marks)



examples of the points made in the response
advantages
accept specific examples of polluting gases
•        a renewable energy source
•        energy is free
•        does not pollute the atmosphere
•        no fuel is burnt
•        energy can be stored (in the water)



disadvantages
accept unreliable energy source
•        only available in daylight hours
•        availability fluctuates
•        insufficient hours of sunlight in some countries
•        average low intensity in some countries
[11]
 


 



M6.          (a)     (i)      transfer of energy by waves / infrared (radiation)
accept rays for waves
do not accept transfer of energy electromagnetic waves
ignore reference to heat
1



(ii)     ions / electrons gain (kinetic) energy
accept atom / particles / molecules for ions
accept ions vibrate faster
accept ions vibrate with bigger amplitude
1
this energy is transferred to cooler parts of the metal by
free electrons as they diffuse through the metal and
collide with ions (and other electrons)
1



(b)     water particles at the bottom are heated
1
water particles move faster or take up more space
do not accept start to move / vibrate
1
the warmer water expands
or becomes less dense
do not accept answers in terms of particles expanding
1
and the warm water rises / cold water falls to take its place
1
[7]
 


 



M7.          (a)     the marbles model / act as molecules
accept atoms / particles for molecules
1
molecules leaving a liquid = evaporation
or
marbles leaving tray = evaporation
1



(b)     to evaporate the alcohol requires energy
1
this energy is taken from the skin and the skin feels cold
accept heat for energy
1



(c)     there are attractive forces between molecules
1
only the fastest molecules have enough energy to break
away from other molecules
1
these molecules escape from the surface of the liquid
1
therefore the average speed / energy of the remaining
molecules goes down
1
the lower the average speed / energy of molecules the
lower the temperature of the liquid
1
[9]
 


 



